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Name:*:

Patricia PattalybouthRussell

Roll in Event:*:

Bride

DATE OF EVENT:*:

06/03/2017

Email*:

tricias7681@gmail.com
xxxx

Phone::

HIDDEN
6129876796

Website Navigation::

5

Website ease of use::

5

Webiste design::

5

Website forms::

5

Webiste Suggestions::
Customer Service::

5

Planning forms::

5

Understanding your
event::

5

Promptness::

5

Call hours::

5

Payment(s):

5

Company
suggestions::
My DJ was on time. :

Yes

My DJ greeted us upon
Yes
arrival.:
DJs understanding of
your event.:

5

DJs politeness::

5

Do you feel your DJ
was prepared?:

5

Was the DJ ready to go
Yes
on time?:
DJs knowledge of
music::

5

Did the DJ play the
appropriate music?:

5

DJ's MC (Announcing)
skills?:

5

DJ's interaction (if
applicable)::

5

DJ Suggestions::

Our DJ 'Dave' was thee bomb!!!
He came prepared and did an amazing job as our DJ.
We had lots of last minute changes during our wedding reception and Dave was so quick and professional taking
on the changes.
We had 2 first dances, one was in my traditional style dance/music and the other was an American style.
I would definitely be booking with Grand Events again and would request Dave as our DJ. He did such a
wonderful job and turned our special night into a special memory for years to come. Dave if you're reading this,
we'd like to thank you from the bottom of our hearts. You were an amazing DJ!
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The Bride & Groom,
Tricia & Andre Russell
Evaluate the
followi.../Recommend
Strongly Agree
Grand Event to others.:
Evaluate the
followi.../The money I
paid was equal to or
Strongly Agree
better than the service I
received.:
Evaluate the
followi.../Grand Event
DJ is a company I will
use again.:

Strongly Agree

Evaluate the
followi.../Grand event
made my event
special.:

Strongly Agree

Evaluate the
followi.../My DJ
contributed to the
success of the event.:

Strongly Agree

Pricing value::

Paid EXACTLY what it was worth

Why did you pick
Grand Event DJs?:

We picked Grand Events due to their special package deals.
Didn't know what to expect but, each time I had questions I'd email or call and I was able to get a hold of
someone really quickly.

Testimonial:

Our experience with Grand Events turned out great!
If you are looking for a great DJ company to entertain your next party you do not need to look any further.
Our DJ 'Dave' was thee bomb!!!
He came prepared and did an amazing job as our DJ.
We had lots of last minute changes during our wedding reception and Dave was so quick and professional taking
on the changes.
We had 2 first dances, one was in my traditional style dance/music and the other was an American style.
I would definitely be booking with Grand Events again and would request Dave as our DJ. He did such a
wonderful job and turned our special night into a special memory for years to come. Dave if you're reading this,
we'd like to thank you from the bottom of our hearts. You were an amazing DJ!
The Bride & Groom,
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